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Why A Custom Bike?
by Keith Griffin

When you bought your last bike were you able to:

choose ALL the components on the bike?
request modifications to the geometry to suit your physique and
the way you ride?
discuss the frame design with the builder - (tubing materials,
tubing sizes, top tube slope if any, extra stiffening, etc.)?
choose the colour scheme of your frame?
cope with the salesmanship and technical jargon offered in
answer to your important questions?

Unless you're one of those people who has a custom built bike, it’s
unlikely you answered yes to any of those questions. For many people
these may not be important points, but for me they have become so. I
am not as delicate and sylph-like as some, nor do I conform physically to
the cyclist archetype, having a long torso and short legs. For me, a bike
as sold in the shop will always be a compromise - either the frame must
be a bit too big to get the length right, or a bit too small to make the step
over height better. Then, the bars and saddle have to be moved to
accommodate the shortcomings of the frame shape. Such compromises
present no difficulties over short distances or moderate terrain, but when riding almost daily and on a variety of terrains my
position on the bike becomes a matter of both comfort and performance.

Apart from these practical considerations, most of us make bike-purchase choices based on factors such as aesthetics,
country of manufacture, a trusted friend’s recommendations, what le Tour riders use, brand image or street cred. and so on.
Having a bike custom built, has provided me with the first bike I have ever owned which actually fits really well. Not only did
the builder and I find ourselves in perfect accord with regard to most aspects of the design, but fortunately the builder also
had first-hand knowledge of how I ride and incorporated that into the plans.
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The seat lug

So, back to those questions. Even when buying a bike from
the showroom floor, I do not automatically accept the
components on the bike. Simple changes such as saddle
and tyres are likely to be carefully worked into "the great
deal you are getting", but if you want to change the entire
group set, the wheels or the handlebars you may encounter
some resistance, extra charges, or a clever salesman
persuading you that it’s better as it is, even though the
wheels are likely to be bottom of the range despite the
standard of the frame.

Consequently this approach doesn't work for me, as no
frame on the market actually fits me - the geometry needs
to be customised. I need a long top tube on a lower bike,
and being a road rider who likes to push himself, I need an
aggressive position over the cranks and the bars. I also
have a strong aversion, on entirely illogical but aesthetic
grounds, to sloping top tubes (despite owning one design
exemplar) and am not keen on overly fat tubing.

My chosen builder uses steel. Frames are beautifully
lugged and brazed rather than being welded, which I
always thinks looks rather ugly. Of course carbon fibre (CF)
frames now take the aesthetics of frame and tube shape to
new levels, but I am just not comfortable with the idea of a
CF frame, though my wife Fran has an excellent one! I
asked for polished stainless steel lugs, a great deal of extra
work for the builder, especially the seat lug which is difficult
to polish due to its shape. And finally, blue. My bike will be
blue, and painted with a metallic paint if possible.

Throughout the process the builder sent me regular
updates via a blog and email, while I began the task of
choosing and ordering all the components. Group set, seat,
wheels, bars are all obvious but there were some extra little
things I had not needed to buy before. A headset, a stem,
spacers for the steerer, a shim to make the stem fit a 1"
steerer, a tool to fit the 14mm hex crank bolt of the group
set, an 11-speed chain tool and others.

Not long after the frame was completed, painted and ready
to go, I took my now brimming box of components to the
builder's house and we put everything together. There was
one small problem where the front brake rubbed lightly on
the crown race of the steering, but a minute or two with a
file on the brake fixed that. The result is not just a bike that
fits well, is comfortable, will be long-lasting and durable due
to its light strong steel frame, but is a bike made better and
special by virtue of the process of its design and
construction. The builder is Bike North member Suzy
Jackson, a.k.a. Little Fish Bicycles. At present she is not
taking orders from the public; but, if my bike is anything to
judge from, when she does there will be a queue.

The cable guide is part of the frame derailleur hanger Head lugs and fork crown

The finished product

The new bike rides much more softly than my aluminium frames, is very stiff when I push hard up a short pinch or sprint, is
super comfortable, corners better than me and just feels like a real bike. Thanks to Suzy's superior craftsmanship, it looks
pretty good too!

You can see some excellent photos of the frame before the bike was built here.
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Route Map

On The Road To Timbuktu
by William Tomlin

In early November I'll be travelling to Dakar, Senegal for the start of a cycling trip through Senegal, Gambia, Mali, Burkina Faso, Benin, Togo and Ghana, over a distance of 5,500 km in
total, one third of which will be on unsealed roads. For the majority of the tour we'll be camping in the bush, keeping an eye out for monkeys, snakes and the occasional rogue elephant.
The trip is the inaugural "Timbuktu Trail" and while the goal was originally to cycle to Timbuktu, the tendency of the Al Qaeda Islamic Maghreb to kidnap foreigners for ransom in the
region has unfortunately made that part of Mali off limits, so we'll be cycling through the much safer southern area of the country.

Apart from being a great holiday and an adventure, I'm doing this to raise money for the Oncology Children's Foundation (OCF) to help support kids with cancer. I've started a fund-
raising page with the goal of raising $5,500 or the equivalent of $1 for every kilometre that I cycle. Go to the Everyday Hero website for more information about making a donation. The
Everyday Hero organisation takes 5% and the remaining 95% of all donations go to the OCF. I hope you will be able to support me.

For more information please visit the following websites:
Bike Dreams
Every day heros
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Moya in Ireland

Preparing to ride

European Holiday
by Ainslie Robinson

Recently my wife, Moya, and I did two bike trips in Europe. We booked them through
Eurobike but found that both had been subcontracted to local specialist bike tour operators.
The trips were very different but both were highly enjoyable.

Our first adventure was a week’s riding in western Ireland which started and finished in
Galway City — an easy two hour bus ride from Shannon airport. We started the ride in late
August in an attempt to avoid the European holiday crowds. Mainly on sealed, quiet back
roads, we encountered little traffic. The west of Ireland is very beautiful and very green.
Expecting a fair bit of rain, we were lucky and got very little.

The trip was operated by
Irish Cycling Safaris and
described as a semi-guided
tour. At the start of each day
our guide handed out maps,
described the route to us,
and then drove the support
van to our next destination,
offloading our bags before
returning to meet us at the
lunch stop. After lunch, he
swept the route picking up
anyone who wanted a rest
from riding. The group was
18 strong, mainly Americans,
plus a family of four
Russians. The Russians
always had pints of

Guinness with their lunch and still managed to ride afterwards.

We had nights in
Clonbur, Westport,
Leenane,
Roundstone (two
nights) and
Inishmore (the
largest of the Aran
Islands) before
returning to Galway
City. The distance
covered each day
was flexible with
detours available
most days for the
more keen riders.
Our shortest day
was probably the
day we had on
Inishmore, and the
longest was about
82 km. The rental bikes were newish, 24-speed hybrids with panniers and bottle holders.
The accommodation was mostly fine in hotels and B&Bs. The scenery was varied and
spectacular. The food was very good with an emphasis on seafood. Our favourite lunch was
crab sandwiches.

Our second adventure was a great contrast to the first. On 10th September we started a
week’s island-hopping tour in Croatia run by a German company called Inselhupfen. We
had been told by a Croatian that it would be a mistake to miss seeing Dubrovnik, so we had
two nights there when in fact three nights would have been better. From Dubrovnik we took
the Jadrolinja ferry to Split, an all-day trip up the coast via several islands. We had two
nights in Split, but three would have been better, before joining our cruise boat in Trogir.

Crab sandwiches

Dubrovnik

Princezza Diana(L) & Kapitan Jure ®

We had a comfortable cabin
on board the Kapitan Jure, a
ten year old cruise boat
which carried 30 riders, two
guides and five crew. The
group consisted mainly of
Germans and Swiss.
Briefings were in German
and English. Both guides
rode with us.

The trip started in Trogir and
tracked north via numerous
islands to Zadar, before
returning back to Trogir by a
different route. The general
pattern was to ride for two to
three hours before returning
to the ship for lunch and the
trip to the next island. The
weather was hot (max 32 °C)
but there were plenty of
opportunities for swimming.
All meals were on board and
the food was fine. The rental
bikes were hybrids with
panniers but no bottle
holders, so you had to stop
to have a drink. One smart
German had brought a bottle
holder that strapped to the
handlebars.

The scenery was great and
we visited several old cities
and towns with historic ruins

and buildings. This coast has
been invaded by virtually
every empire over the last
2000 years and there are
numerous old buildings to
admire. Many towns suffered
damage in WWII and the
Balkan War in 1991, but
most of the damage has
been repaired.

The owner of the Kapitan
Jure has just built a bigger
and better ship, the
Princezza Diana. She is
bigger that the Kapitan Jure
and has been specifically
designed for island hopping
bike cruises including a
storage room for the bikes.
Inselhupfen offer electric
bikes for people who are
less fit and it is really
annoying to be passed by
one of them on a long climb!

We would recommend both
these trips. I’ve tried to
provide an overview of both
trips but if anyone wants
more info they can give us a
call, or have a look at the websites.
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Southern most point, Florida

If our Easter camp ground at Cowra can be classed as five stars, then most campsites
varied from zero to three stars. A zero being a campsite with no water or electricity even
remotely close by and a campground consisting of railway ballast size rocks, a challenge
when pitching tents. The campgrounds are intended for RV’s or land ships, not old
fashioned tents. So if you intend camping, ensure your mat and tent is protected by a
groundsheet and consider a cell foam mat. Also many state parks were some miles off
route. The park entrance and campsite could often also be several miles apart — not the
thing you look forward to after a long hot day. For those not wanting to camp there are
plenty of cheap , seen-better-days motels, even in large places like Miami.

There was a good variety
of bicycles for this tour, the
majority on narrow tyres,
including one cyclo-cross
with carbon forks and gator
tyres. Because of the
generally excellent and
smooth roads and absence
of rubbish or glass, the
Schwalbe Marathons I
used were probably an
over kill, but saved me
getting punctures. Some
people using lightweight
tyres had up to seven
punctures.

Was the trip worth doing?
It is certainly one of the
longest routes and one that
mileage eaters aspire to,
but personally I found
some of it, in the southern
states at least, not that
interesting, cities aside. It
became a grind after a
while and I think a lot us
just wanted it to end so we
could go home.

Adventurecycling.org will
be running this trip again,
along with many others next year.

Groceries

Rest Stop

Cycling America’s Atlantic Coast
by Merv McCusker

Fifteen enthusiastic
cyclists, with five trailers
and no support vehicles,
set forth from Bar Harbor,
Maine on Adventure
Cycling Association’s
inaugural self-contained
camping trip to cycle south
along the Atlantic Coast of
America to Florida, with the
hope of finishing at the
southernmost point of Key
West, 3,200 miles and 60
days later. The longest day
was about 85 miles. The
New England states were
pleasant, but some of us
thought it would have been

a good idea to get a train to bypass some areas and or to split the trip into two thirty day
sections. There are many spectacular areas to cycle through, especially national parks in
the North West and along the Atlantic coast route, but after Washington it becomes very
flat, and thinly populated until you reach southern Florida. We saw very little wildlife and the
most common road kill were raccoons. The trip concluded with a ferry trip back to Fort
Myers on the west coast of Florida with twelve cyclists, two with trailers, completing the trip.

Each person had to carry
part of the group cooking
equipment. We were
rostered into pairs to shop
for and make the evening
meal and the following
day’s breakfast and lunch.
Most days we left camp
around daybreak. Rest
days were generally once
a week and mainly
occurred in the larger
cities. There were also
some shorter days with
visits to F.D. Roosevelt’s
residence, the Okefenokee
National Wildlife Refuge,
and the Kennedy Space
centre.
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Bram and I just before 7:00 am

An Epic Challenge
by Jeff Heslington

I had always wanted to do a challenging ride over 200km, and after doing this year’s BNCC
with ease I decided the time had come. According to the website, you can’t boast of having
done the hardest ride until you’ve done Fitz’s Challenge! We had been warned about the
dreaded Fitz’s Hill — a brute of a climb — 2.52 km long with an average gradient of 10.7%.
Our primary focus while training was on conquering this climb. The build-up to the challenge
had not been ideal. Bad weather affected my training schedule and two weeks before the
challenge I came down with a sore throat and a head cold.

On Sunday 30th of October at Stromlo Park, Canberra seven BN members embarked on
two different courses of the Fitz’s Challenge — the Extremes (250 km) and the Epics (205
km). Both rides comprised of 181 riders in total. Bram Robertson and I decided to ride the
205 km Epic course. The day started at 6.00 am with a nice cool start and a clear sky. Our
strategy was to take it easy to Fitz’s Hill, to conserve energy for the climb.

The dreaded hill arrived quickly and the grind commenced. It was as expected — a hard,
steep climb. There is no doubt. This hill is not for the faint hearted. You need strength and
determination. By the top of the hill, the average speed had dropped to 25.2kms. Our first
check in and turn-round point lay 14 km ahead of us. This section was not exactly easy
either with plenty of undulating country and one 2.2 km climb with an average gradient (AG)
of 5.8%. Just before the descent from Fitz’s Hill, we felt the wind picking up. I approached
the descent cautiously. Tony Fitzgerald’s crash had occurred here a few years ago.
Constantly touching the brakes, I kept my speed below 70 km.

Nothing had
prepared us for the
next climb. It turned
out to be the most
difficult I have ever
encountered. It was
worse than Fitz’s
Hill! It just never
seemed to end, but
kept kicking up and
twisting back
around in front of
us. I felt like I was
continually doing
Brown’s Waterhole.
The Garmin
reported a constant
gradient of above
10%, and
somewhere on this
climb I reached a
maximum heart rate
of 196 bpm. Spent
riders littered the
side of the road.
Our average speed
dropped to 22.8
km/hr. This nine
kilometer climb had
been tougher than
Fitz’s Hill and had
taken us 45 minutes
to complete. The
descent took only
12 minutes.

We arrived at
Tharwa just before
midday having
completed 123 km
with an average
overall speed 24
km/hr. Mistakenly
thinking the worst
was over, we set off
on the next 12 km
stretch to the Corin
Road turn-off.
Suddenly we were
facing 30 km
headwinds. Once
on Corin Road we
started to encounter
some serious
undulations. At
times the Garmin
gave a reading of
an above 10% AG
through this stretch.
It was at this point
of the ride for me
that doubt started to
creep in. How much
longer could I keep
this up? Each
undulation felt
steeper than the
last. Then, the road
turned into a steady
climb to the Corin
Forest check in. An
hour later we
completed the
climb.

We then set a
cracking pace back
to Paddy’s River
Road making it in
just under 20
minutes, but all that
soon changed as
we hit 30 km/hr
headwinds and a

5% gradient. Cramps hit me and we still had over 20 km to the next check in. Several riders
got off and walked. It felt as if were climbing Kissing Point Road. I kept telling myself, there
was no choice but to push on; the worst was over. After a further 5 km, conditions improved
and we started to get some speed up. We arrived at the final check in and were advised by
officials that we only had 24 km to go. We continued our ascent to Uriarra Road. It was nice
and flat, and Bram set the pace at between 40-55 km/hr. I could feel twinges in my legs, but
I was determined to hang on, to catch as much drafting as possible. The kilometers were
coming down fast, and I was literally getting sucked along behind Bram.

As it turned out, we still had more undulations to battle. I was now sick of seeing the Garmin
reading over 10%. The last few kilometers were a grind. What a relief it was to get under the
finishing banner. We crossed the line at 4.18 pm. Now believe me when I say, I feel a great
sense of achievement but I’m in no hurry to do it all again next year.

Congratulations to all the other BN members who completed their courses.

Total distance 207 km
Average Speed 23.25 km/hr
Riding Time 8 hrs53 mins
Calories burnt 8666
Max speed 75.2 km/hr
Number of Climbs 21
Elevation Gain 3970 metres (after correction 3552 metres)

For comparison, this year’s BNCC had an elevation gain of 2702 metres (after correction
2246 metres). See The Epic profile here.
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Willoughby has been fortunate in being able to incorporate large parks allowing bike routes
to pass through Bicentennial and Artarmon Reserves to connect and provide a pleasant
route from Chatswood to the border with North Sydney. Historically the timing and
commitment from politicians and bike advocates alike were right for bike paths to be built.
By the end of the twentieth century, there was an excellent bike path network through
Bicentennial and Artarmon Reserves as far as Onyx Rd. which in turn connected to other
bike routes along quiet back roads. These paths were not controversial and were generally
supported by council as a useful amenity, providing good recreational walking paths that
could be shared by bike riders. All that remained was to connect the bike route to
Chatswood which after much dispute was eventually completed.

The bike plan was then revised in 2006 and council embarked on a regular program of
implementing a works schedule, committing funds annually and most often successfully
gaining matching funds from the RTA. Council addressed educational and promotional
aspects of the plan by recruiting in 2007 a Sustainable Transport Officer to run educational
workshops, support cycling events (such as Bike Week, Ride to Work Day), setup a fleet of
bikes for council staff and generally run programs that encouraged more cycling and other
sustainable transport by Willoughby residents and workers. Bike North and council also
jointly developed the Commuting to Chatswood Bike Plan which has now evolved into the
Northern Sydney Bicycle Map.

2008-2011 And Beyond
Since the last elections in 2008, Willoughby Council has consistently implemented the 2006
Bike Plan. Annual budgeting has ranged from between $50,000 - $100,000, with additional
funding allocations made whenever RTA applications have been more successful than
envisaged. Political support for and commitment to a regular cycling program by council
appears to now be a given. Councillors Lamb and Cox have consistently given their support
in critical times.

As pathway usage increases, issues regarding the sharing of pathways between
pedestrians and bike riders have been raised by older residents. As a result, council would
ideally like to move towards less reliance on shared paths in the future development of
networks. In an effort to address these issues, Councillor Norton has joined the bicycle
committee as a pedestrian representative. Council has also continued to fund a substantial
portfolio of educational and promotional initiatives to ensure new developments more
adequately provide for end-of-trip facilities for their visitors.

It is now five years since the bike plan was reviewed and council was successful in
receiving matched funding for the next review from the RTA. This next review will
commence soon and may be an opportunity to raise awareness of cycling issues in
Willoughby to meet the increasing popularity of cycling and to meet the expectations for
higher standards in infrastructure. If so, we can expect and hope to gain an increasing
commitment to cycling from Willoughby Council’s future political leaders and management.

Countdown To Council Elections
by Carolyn New, Advocacy Officer

Council elections are held every 4 years on the second Saturday in September. As the last
elections were held in 2008, we are now counting down to the September 2012 council
elections. So, why should you care?

Apart from the organisation of events, rides, coaching and mechanics classes, Bike North
also works with up to eight local councils to try to improve cycling in northern Sydney.
Political decisions by councillors can be very influential for cycling, whether its building
and/or signposting useful cycling routes, making sure that road works consider bike riders,
developing and printing local bike maps, running bicycle promotional and educational
campaigns or requiring that new business developments provide suitable bike parking for
their employees and visitors.

Councils that have become known as "cycle friendly" inevitably have had at least one
councillor as a champion for cycling. Many councils now quote the mantra of cycling as a
means of sustainable transport. However, councils are usually reluctant to provide adequate
budgets, appropriate decisions, or take any action in order to make cycling more accessible
for their residents without the explicit support from their councillors.

In anticipation of the September 2012 council elections, Chain Mail will be showcasing each
of our council areas. We will review the past few years to better understand each area, its
issues and the key councillors who have supported cycling. It’s not too late to lobby your
current councillors over local issues. They may be more receptive with an election coming
up. These articles may also inform your own decision making once the candidates are
announced, offering topics for questions. All councils include a list of current councillors and
their contact details on their web site. Bike North will post any information about candidates
once made publicly available.

In this first countdown article we will showcase two lower North Shore councils, Willoughby
and North Sydney. These are both inner urban areas, geographically small in size, with long
and well established bicycle committees and long term policies for supporting and
promoting cycling as a form of sustainable transport.

The Willoughby Story
by Carolyn New, Willoughby Convenor

Background
Willoughby Council, like its other lower North Shore neighbours, has a long history — at
least two decades — of developing a network of bike routes. It is advised by a bicycle
council consultative committee with representation drawn from local bike riders, councillors
and staff. This network of bike routes primarily took the form of logos on the road, discrete
blue directional signs, located along the odd shared pathway and often through road
closures.
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The North Sydney Report
A Three Year Review (2008 – 2011)

Issues of importance:

HarbourLink - this concept has been strongly advocated by North Sydney Council,
especially by Mayor McCaffery who has actively lobbied the state government.
Council - has failed to allocate an adequate level of funding to make any impression
on the bike plan over the last three years. This is despite the active support of a
large minority of councillors.
HarbourLink Fast-Track - initial focus was on Sydney Harbour Bridge ramp and bike
bridge over Brook St. to safely terminate existing SUP (bike path) at West St.
together with creating a bicycle friendly West St. This new Bike North / Bicycle NSW
initiative is slowly gaining interest from council.
Sydney Harbour Bridge to Naremburn (the ‘Missing Link’) - this could be addressed
by an extended HarbourLink. "Roads and Maritime Services" is designing the section
from Naremburn to Ridge St, North Sydney.
Destination signage - was implemented for all bike routes throughout North Sydney,
Local Government Area (LGA).

North Sydney Council has:

Continued to hold four Bicycle Sub-Committee meetings (now Active Transport
Bicycle Sub-Committee meetings) annually as a sub-committee of council’s Traffic
Committee.
Provided the Geddes Room for four evening meetings of Bike North (North Sydney)
at no charge to Bike North.
Sponsored a "Ride To Work Day" breakfast each year at the foot of the
HarbourBridge stairs, Milsons Point.
Provided occasional tables for Bike North to display cycling information, etc. (Mount
Street Plaza, Ride to Work Day breakfast, Opening of Coal Loader in Waverton).
Invited Bike North to run three workshops on themes such as "Getting back into
cycling".
Allocated $50,000 annually (including RTA contribution) to the bike budget as part of
North Sydney Council’s overall expenditure.
Appointed a Sustainable Transport Officer in late 2010.

Councillors supportive of bike riding in North Sydney are:

Zoe Baker

Supported motions at council meetings requesting an increased allocation of funds
for the North Sydney Bike Budget
Met with Bike North representatives to discuss the commissioning of a possible bike
strategy for North Sydney.

Caroline Raymond

Attended bike meetings. Put forth a motion to council in June 2011 requesting an
increased allocation of funds for the North Sydney Bike Budget to $50,000 ( from
$35,000) should the sought for rate rise be approved by IPART).

Jillian Christie

Attended bike meetings.
Supported Caroline Raymond’s motion to council in June 2011.

Veronique Marchandeau

Attended and sometimes chairs North Sydney Council Active Transport (Bicycles)
Sub-Committee meetings.
Supported Caroline Raymond’s motion to council in June 2011.

Andrew Robjohns

Attended and usually chairs North Sydney Council Active Transport (Bicycles) Sub-
Committee meetings.
Put forth a more ambitious but unsuccessful motion to council, in June 2011.
Supported Caroline Raymond’s motion to council in June 2011.
Sought unsuccessfully to remove the bicycle meetings from being a sub-committee
of Council’s Traffic Committee.
Obtained successfully a re-examination of the role of the Council Bicycle Sub-
Committee meetings which led to a new charter.

See a video about HarbourLink
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